
The tour program to the Shantar Island
6 day/5 night

The small Arctic  ! Here  the icebergs still  floating in the July.

Shantar  archipelago  is  one  of  the  most  beautiful  and  unique
places around the globe!
It is a spot where whales swim
among  icebergs,  rapacious
killer  whales  chase  dolphins,
bears  roam  the  shores,
waterfalls  cascade  from  the

mountains,  marble  and jasper  rocks  raise  like  bizarre  castles,  and
birds twitter in many voices.
Perhaps  nowhere  in  the  world  where  such  perfectly  places  for
fishing!
Accommodation is based in the Bay Ongachan. The bay is often visited by whales and killer whales. They
might come very close to the shore. The touristic base can accommodate up to 40 people, offers a steam
room, a canteen, as well as high-powered speedboats  for excursions. Our base has everything necessary
to conduct corporate events.. In this cove. visited the Arab sheiks, President of the Swiss Confederation,
leaders of famous Russian companies.

1 день

In the morning departure for the Shantar Islands, plane landing by the lake  Bearish here you'll relax and

have a dinner.Flight from Briacan refueling, flight to the Shantar Islands.

2-5день The active separt of the trip,  visiting the most significant sightseeing sites. visiting the islands, fishing,

relax. Everyday trips

6 день Departure back to Khabarovsk.

Also on client request we can to increase the time spent for 3 days. The helicopter with the group and
the movement along the routes are specified when booking the tour and is paid separately



The tour program to the Shantar Island
6 day/5 night

What's included in the price:

- transport participants  Khabarovsk Shanrat Island – Khabarovsk by car. Time en route is 12 to 14 hours. 

(you are need 1000 rub on the food);

-  three meals a day (without chef, we're paying to cook our own

food);

- the guides and  instructors 1 guide on 5 tourists; 

- A pass to the National Park;

- Registration of groups in EMERCOM of Russia;

the granting of group maritime and expeditionary equipment. (tent,

campfire set, boat);

- a bath during the travel period;

- the individual life-saving equipmen;

- A generator for lighting in camps and charging batteries

photo – video- equipments;

- basic First Aid kit for people.;

- satellite communication (in an emergency);

- radio link between board.

Price per person 120000rub if size of group from 8 person 
Travel prices for lesser or bigger  group of people are calculated individually.

            On all questions 
           Please feel free to contact "Sun world" LTD.
            of. 1а, 153, Volochaevskaya St., Khabarovsk

       Tel: +7-4212-210557; 323930.
      e-mail: snwrld@mail.ru

    skype: sunworld96
   mobile phone: +7-9147725663

mailto:snwrld@mail.ru

